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Outline (July 6, 2021):

9:00 – 10:30
• The Sun (general)
• Solar and Heliospheric physics

11:00 – 12:30 
• Solar wind and structuring of IP space
• Space Weather
• Models and forecasting

14:00 – 18:00 
• Practical session (Hands on – Exercise) 
[16:00 – 16:30 coffee break]

Find more material in Temmer 2021 (Living Reviews in Solar Physics; 
https://rdcu.be/cnrzn)

https://rdcu.be/cnrzn


E pluribus unum – aus vielen, eins

Top: Eagle Nebula. distance ca. 
6500 Ly (M16) shows the beauty
of our universe and is a birthplace
for new stars.

Bottom: Vast amount of galaxies. 

How unique are we?

(source: NASA/Hubble) 



Our solar system

Andromeda Galaxy (M31)
Distance ~ 2.5 Mio. Ly

Andreas Schnabel



The Sun – prototype of a star

c.  Wikipedia (left) + EartHow (right)

G2V Star and its layers



”The Cosmic Sexiness Ladder“

Source: "The Cosmic Sexiness Ladder", 
after J.J. Drake, ASP Conference 
Proceedings, Vol. 234, p.53

Dark energy
Dark Matter

Exoplanets
…



The Sun in general
–

properties and observations



Remote sensing of the Sun



Remote sensing of the Sun



Only a thin layer of the solar atmosphere is permeable to electromagnetic 
radiation and thus accessible to direct observations via remote sensing data.

Photosphere τ >> 1 optical thick.

Optical Depth τ:

a … absorption coefficient
dx … path of light

Remote sensing of the Sun



Active regions on the Sun

Sunspots are cooler 
compared to quiet Sun

Strong magnetic fields
disturb convection => heat
transfer from lower layers
is blocked

Active regions cover a lot
of magnetic energy that
may be converted within
minutes via reconnection
processes into kinetic
energy, heat and particle
acceleration.

Flares and CMEs
(coronal mass ejections)

Swedish Solar Telescope (SST), 1 m, La Palma                 www.solarphysics.kva.se 

Granulation

Umbra

Penumbra



Swedish Solar Telescope (SST), 1 m, La Palma                 www.solarphysics.kva.se 

Active regions on the Sun



N S N S

SoHO/MDI

Magnetic fields on the Sun

Bipolar magnetic fields, but also more complex structures, show us where energy is stored. 
Since the magnetic field can only be measured in the photosphere, we rely on model
simulations to see how the magnetic field is structured in the upper layers.
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Magnetic pressure

DKIST January 28, 2020

Concept of magnetic pressure
on the example of a sunspot.

Kallenrode, 2004

…magnetic pressure

𝑝! = 𝑝" + 𝐵𝑖#/2𝜇$
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Magnetic tension

Concept of magnetic tension on the
example of a filament.
The magnetic field lines do not form 
perfect arcades as gravity pulls down 
the filament which in turn pulls down 
the frozen-in magnetic field. The 
deformation of the magnetic field
causes magnetic tension in the opposite
direction and holds the filament at a 
certain height by an equilibrium
between gravity and magnetic tension. 

Kallenrode, 2004



"If the Sun did not have a magnetic field, it would be as uninteresting a star
as most night-time astronomers believe it to be" (J.L. Linsky).

Measuring the magnetic field on the Sun

1D Magnetography (1951) à 2D Magnetography (1969) à 3D Magnetography (Model)

As we cannot measure the magnetic field in the solar corona (only photosphere), the
ultimate goal is to develop models such that at least to reliably simulate the corona. 
Magnetic reconnection and all dynamic processes are triggered in the lower corona. 

Source: NASA



31 October 2003, SoHO/MDI

Atom placed in a magnetic field adjusts the energy levels of its electrons. If aligned in the 
direction of the magnetic field, the electron's energy increases, in the opposite direction, 
the energy decreases. This energy change coincides with a change in the wavelength of 
light emitted by that electron, a spectral line emitted at a single wavelength by a randomly 
oriented collection of atoms in the presence of a magnetic field becomes a group of 3 lines 
of very slightly different wavelengths (Zeeman-effect). In addition, the light of each of 
these divided wavelengths has a preferred orientation, or circular polarization, that 
depends on the direction or polarity of the magnetic field. 

Hinode SOT 21 March 2007

SoHO/MDI, Hinode/SOT, SDO/HMI: Ni I absorption line 
at 6767,8 Å > data cover filtergrams, dopplergrams, 
longitudinal magnetograms (Stokes V) and vector 
components IQUV.

Principle of a vector magnetograph

Source: NASA/SDO/HMI 



Stokes-Parameters I, Q, U and V. 
• I unpolarized fraction of light
• Q and U are the two independent parameters for linearly 

polarized light 
• V is the circularly polarized light. 
Ratio (Q2+U2+V2)1/2 over I defines the degree of polarization, 
i.e., how large is the part of polarized radiated energy 
compared to the total radiated energy.

Intensity of light is measured by using differently oriented 
polarizers to derive the polarization state, hence, I, Q, U, and 
V. The four parameters define the so-called Stokes Vector.

Source: Wikipedia

Stokes Parameters



Solar dynamo
The activity of the sun varies due to its changing magnetic field inside the sun (currents

and Ohmic decay). Instruments in space measure these magnetic fields in the
photosphere using the Zeeman effect (emission lines from magnetically sensitive 

atoms, e.g. Fe, are split up by the magnetic field).

SoHO mission by ESA/NASA



Solar activity cycle

Der 11-jährige Sonnenzyklus

Due to the changes in the magnetic field, there are also variations in the number of
sunspots. Records (sunspot drawings) over several hundred years (by Galileo since 1608) 
show us an approximately 11-year periodic cycle (solar cycle).

The strength and number of flares and CMEs also vary with the solar cycle.

Bhowmik and Nandy, 2018 (Nature)



Chromosphere in the H-alpha line

Hα (line core; chromosphere)
at 656.3 nm

Filaments/Prominences,
Plages, Flares, Moreton waves

(KSO)



Ca II K line – magnetic field and plage regions

Ca II K @393.4 nm
(Chromosphere)

(Source: KSO)



Corona – transition into IP space
Extreme temperatures in the corona approx. 1-2 x 106 K (ionized plasma and high 

conductivity). Frozen-in condition = magnetic field and plasma are bound to one another. 
Coronal arcs - magnetic field lines illuminated by the hot plasma.



Artificial total solar eclipse

Coronagraph

The brightness of the solar corona is about a million times weaker than that of the photosphere. During a 
solar eclipse, the moon covers the photosphere almost perfectly and makes the corona visible.
For research purposes, the outshining sunlight is artificially blocked by means of a cone screen.



Coronal mass ejections 

©ESA/NASA
Distance: 20 x 106 km

Coronal mass ejections are magnetized plasma that leaves the Sun abruptely with speeds from about
400 km/s up to 3000 km/s. Those disturbances propagate the Sun-Earth distance in ca. 1-4 days and may
be geoeffective.



Interaction of the solar wind with
Earth - Aurorae

ISS/CAS, BBC

Hyper Physics



Impact on our modern life

Satellites: orbit drops, electronics, loss, …
GPS, communication, …
Power blackouts: transformer damage, GIC
Aviation: radiation doses

ESKOM (South Africa) 2003 

Münchner Merkur

ESA/Galileo



The active Sun
-

producing disturbances in IP space



Solar flares and active regions

Active regions seen in 
EUV as bright areas with
magnetic loops. 

Energy release within
minutes (1027 ergs/s) in 
total up to 1032 ergs.

Observed as sudden flux
increase (red arrow) in all 
wavelength ranges.

See Living reviews by
A. Benz (2017) 



Solar flares

NASA/SDO

Abrupt increase in emissivity over the entire electromagnetic spectrum due to 
magnetic reconnection. All layers are affected 



Petschek (1964) pointed out that magnetic energy can be converted into plasma thermal 
energy as a result of shock waves being set up in the plasma, in addition to the conversion
due to the action of resistive diffusion. The configuration envisaged by Petschek is sketched. 
Two waves (slow mode shocks) stand in the flow on either side of the interface, where the
direction of B reverses, marking the boundaries of the plasma outflow regions. A small
diffusion region still exists on the interface, but now constitutes a miniature (in length) 
Sweet-Parker system. The width of the reconnecting layer is much smaller compared to the
Sweet-Parker model.

Magnetic reconnection

31D.D. Schnacks „Lectures in MHD “, Springer-Verlag Berlin/Heidelberg (2009).



The evolution of the magnetic field in a resistive-MHD plasma is governed by:

Let‘s shortly discuss that equation: Maxwell, Ohm, and co. how much do you know
about the coupling between magnetic fields and plasma flow?

Magnetic reconnection

D.D. Schnacks „Lectures in MHD “, Springer-Verlag Berlin/Heidelberg (2009).

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation describes the convection of the
magnetic field by the plasma flow. The second term describes the resistive diffusion
of the field through the plasma. If the first term dominates then magnetic flux is
frozen into the plasma, and the topology of the magnetic field cannot change. On the
other hand, if the second term dominates then there is little coupling between the
field and the plasma flow, and the topology of the magnetic field is free to change.
The relative magnitude of the two terms on the right-hand side of the above given
Eq. is conventionally measured in terms of magnetic Reynolds number, or Lundquist
number.



Flare-CME-SEP relation

Pre-flare phase - thermal emission in SXR and
EUV, H-alpha kernel brightenings. If related to a 
filament eruption, this phase partly coincides with
the slow rise phase of the filament. 

Impulsive flare phase - non-thermal emission in 
hard X-ray (HXR) due to particles accelerating out 
of the localized reconnection area (Review see
e.g., Fletcher et al. 2011). Now also the CME body
forms when magnetic field lines close in the
upper part of the reconnection area r(flux rope
structure). SEP flux in the GeV energy range starts
to rise. 

Decay phase – back to pre-flare level
Image reproduced with permission from Anastasiadis
et al. (2019), copyright by the authors, who adapted it from
Miroshnichenko (2003) 



ambient solar wind 
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flux rope

CME 
flux rope

Post-eruptive loops
(SXR, EUV)

• Close to the Sun propelling Lorentz (hoop) force as consequence of magnetic
reconnection and flare (see e.g. J. Chen 1989,1996; Kliem & Török 2006). 

• In IP space drag acceleration due to ambient SW flow
(e.g. Cargill+ 1996; J. Chen, 1996; Vršnak+ 2004)

• Trigger mechanisms see e.g., reviews by Schmieder+ 2015; Green+ 2018

Flare, CME, particle acceleration

see Living Reviews Temmer, 2021



CMEs in detail

CMEs arise from usually complex, 
closed magnetic field structures. 
Some instability disrupts the
equilibrium causing an eruption 
(e.g., Forbes 2000).

Strong driving related to flares –
magnetic reconnection; erupting
in high corona – simple field 
reconfiguration (‘stealth’ CMEs, 
Robbrecht+ 2009; D’Huys+ 2014).

Forbes, 2000

CME front formed due to plasma-pileup / shock compression of plasma / or 
successive stretching of magnetic field lines (see review e.g., P.F. Chen 2011)

Krauss+ 2015



Mid-corona – where major changes
happen

http://middlecorona.com/instruments.html

Combining instruments: EUV 
and white-light



• CMEs are optically thin.
• Projection effects influence

measurements severly.
• Compressed shock region and

magnetic driver part (flux rope).
• Driver part: intense storms if

strong negative Bz

(see e.g., Burkepile+ 2004; Cremades
& Bothmer, 2004; Kwon+ 2015).

What do we actually observe?
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Formation of shock-sheath region

Impulsive CME evolution shows (over-)expansion (e.g., Vrsnak & Cliver, 2008; 
Patsourakos+ 2010): radial versus lateral expansion (EUV surface waves).

Magnetic field estimations: 
shock stand-off distance
(Gopalswamy & Yashiro 2011).

EUV observations and radio
type II burst band splitting
(e.g., Kozarev+ 2011). 

Kozarev+ 2011

Strong compression – formation of sheath region
• maintains magnetic field strength/density – see e.g., interacting CMEs
• large Bz variations
• strong Space Weather effects



Shock-sheath vs magnetic ejecta

Temmer and Nitta, 2015



Difference image from the event of April 26, 2008 observed in STEREO-A HI1 image data. 
Extension of GCS 3D reconstruction of the magnetic flux rope to HI regime, under the
assumption of self-similar expansion.

FR deflection
towards ecliptic

Shock-sheath vs magnetic ejecta



CME driving forces

In IP space drag acceleration due to
ambient SW flow (e.g. Cargill+ 1996;            
J. Chen, 1996; Vršnak+ 2004)

Trigger mechanisms see e.g., reviews by
Schmieder+ 2015; Green+ 2018

Close to the Sun propelling Lorentz (hoop) force as
consequence of mag. reconn. >Bp >It => FR> 0 (see e.g. 
J. Chen 1989,1996; Kliem & Török 2006)

NASA/ESA 
SoHO

NASA/STEREO F = FL + FG + FD

Chen 1989



Flare-CME feedback relation: 
HXR flare <=> CME acceleration
SXR flare <=> CME speed
(e.g., Zhang+ 2001, 2004; 
Chen & Krall, 2003; Maričić+ 2007; 
Temmer+ 2008, 2010).

Besides bright emission, due to recon-
nection, dark structures appear due to
mass depletion in the low corona (e.g., 
Hudson & Cliver, 2001; Mandrini+2007). 
Core dimmings - CME footpoints (e.g., 
Temmer+2017).

Dimming intensity – CME speed relation
(Dissauer+ 2018, 2019).

Dissauer+ 2019

Tem
m

er 2016

CME-related surface parameters can make a major contribution to increase
our understanding of CME propagation. 

Early CME evolution



Early CME evolution

CMEs that are accelerated at lower heights reach higher peak
accelerations and larger mass (see Bein+ 2011; 2013). 

Bein+ 2011

Lower heights -> stronger B ->
larger Alfvén speed -> stronger

Lorentz force -> shorter Alfvén time 
scales (e.g., Vršnak+ 2007).

Bein+ 2013

CMEs increase in mass up to 20Rs coming
from surface outflows (Bein+2013, Howard 

& Vourlidas2018); in IP space, sheath
formation due to solar wind pile-up (e.g., 

Kilpua+ 2017; Temmer+2021, JGR).
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open / closed magnetic field: different spatial and temporal scales; 

Interplay between open and closed
magnetic field



The fast solar wind and open field

Left: SDO/AIA composite image of the wavelength channels 211-193-171 A from June 30, 
2012 showing the reduced density region of a coronal hole (shaded area). At the time t0, 
the coronal hole reaches a central position. From in-situ data at 1 AU about 1 day later
the maximum in the density/magnetic field is measured (SIR; stream interaction region) 
and about 4 days later the maximum in the speed/temperature (HSS; high speed
stream). Right: Fundamental processes; adapted from Pizzo (1978).



The solar wind – structuring of IP space
The corona cannot remain in static equilibrium but is continually expanding. The 
continual expansion is called the solar wind. Assume that the expanding plasma of
the solar wind is isothermal and steady, restricting our attention to the spherically
symmetric solution, we derive the solar wind model from MHD equations (bb-
script). 

The governing equations are:

leading to the solution: 

Let us estimate the critical radius rc. For a 
typical coronal sound speed of about 105 m/s, 
we derive rc = GM⊙ ≈ 6 × 109 m ≈ 9−10R⊙. 

Discuss the physically meaningful solution
supported by observations.

NASA Parker Solar Probe 
mission (launched in 2018) 
will shed new light on solar 
wind acceleration! 



CMEs and SIRs – in-situ measurements

adapted from Lan Jian et al., 2009
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Compression regions from
SIR/CIRs and the shock-sheath
component of a CME (green
shaded areas) cause similar
(weak) effects in the
thermospheric density
enhancements.

The strong magnetic field in 
the flux rope causes major
geomagnetic effects. 

See more on CME sheath
formation Temmer et al., 
2021 (JGR)



PSP/Solar Orbiter

Scarce in-situ measurements

ACE/Wind
/DSCOVR

SoHO/
STEREO

VEX
MESSENGER

30 Rs213 Rs 1 Rs83 Rs155 Rs215 Rs

Earth L1 Venus Mercury C3 Sun

320 Rs

Mars

MAVEN

Solar Orbiter

MAVEN

PSP

Hinode
Proba2

SDO
RHESSI 
GOES not to scale!

BepiColombo

Temmer, 2021 (Living Reviews)

• Observations of the solar surface and magnetic field
• Coronagraphs (SoHO since 1996, STEREO since 2006): field of view (FoV) up to 30Rs
• ACE/Wind in-situ (since 1994), DSCOVR (since 2015), MMS (Since 2018): point-like 

measurements at L1 adn Earth
• In-situ instruments at planets (Venus Express (2005-2014), MESSENGER (2004-2015), 

BepiColombo)
• New: Parker Solar Probe (launched 2018) and Solar Orbiter (launched 2020)



CME propagation in IP space and
interaction with the ambient solar 

wind flow



The coronal field must respond to
changes in the fields at its
photospheric footpoints. In particular
the distribution of closed and open 
fields needs to adjust to maintain
quasi-steady conditions.

The CME provides a way for
closed loops to open and open
fields to close where required
by new boundary conditions, or
to reduce magnetic stress (appearing
as currents) introduced
by field emergence or evolution.

J. Luhmann (Heliophysics Summer School)

Background solar wind



Coronal holes

Open field predominantly concentrated in magnetic
flux tubes inside CHs: 
• 38% (81%) of the unbalanced magnetic flux of CHs 

arises from only 1% (10%) of the CH area with
• magnetic flux tubes of field strengths >50 G (10 G). 

See Hofmeister+ 2017, 2019; Heinemann+ 2018; 
Evolution of CH boundaries and coronal bright points
(Madjarska & Wiegelmann 2009).



Open magnetic flux problem

• CHs are assumed to represent regions of open magnetic flux.

• However, w/r to EUV observed areas, open flux is underestimed compared to
in-situ (factor 2), e.g., Arden, Norton & Sun, 2014; Linker+ 2017; Wallace+ 2019; 
Linker et al., 2021

W
allace+ 2019



Structuring of IP space

What do we miss? overshining structures, channels, temporary open field, ...

Observed and reconstructed CHs from EUHFORIA/WSA varying surface heights
(PFSS, SCS) show clear differences (see Asvestari+ 2019).
Uncertainties from observations due to different threshold values ca 25%, 
however, magnetograms uncertainties add ca. 25% (see Linker et al., 2021)

NASA/SDO + CATCH (Obs <==> Model) EUHFORIA

http://www.issibern.ch/teams/magfluxsol/



CME rotation and adjustment to ambient magnetic field (e.g., Yurchyshyn+ 2001; 
2009; Vourlidas+ 2011; Isavnin+ 2014)

Latitudinal/longitudinal deflection/channeling (e.g. Byrne+ 2010; Shen+ 2011, Gui+ 
2011, Bosman+ 2012; Panasenco+ 2013; Wang+ 2014; Möstl+ 2015; Harrison+ 2018)
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To fully understand the CME propagation 
behavior in IP space we need to know the 

spatial distribution of SW parameters.

CME interplanetary evolution



CME interplanetary evolution

Fixed-Φ (Sheeley+ 1999; Kahler & Webb, 
2007; Rouillard+ 2008)

Harmonic Mean (Lugaz+ 2009;         
Howard & Tappin, 2009)

Self Similar Expansion (Davies+ 2012; 
Möstl & Davies, 2012)

Davies+ 2013

Propagation direction is one of the most important
parameter for deriving the dynamics of CME in IP 
space: GCS, triangulation, CME mass, polarization
ratio techniques (e.g., Mierla+ 2009). 

Deriving CME kinematics by converting
measured elongation into radial distances:



Effects of solar wind drag

with 

Disturbed solar wind conditions (Žic+ 2015):

Empirical relation: Gopalswamy+ 2001, 2005, 2013

Analytical relation (from Vršnak+ 2013): 

CME geometry, mass, solar wind density and speed, drag coefficient (Cargill 2004). 
Where does the drag take over? 

See also e.g., Morrill+ 2009; Vršnak+ 2010;        
Temmer+ 2011, Subramanian+ 2012; Sachdeva+ 
2017; Maloney & Gallagher 2017; HELCATS team

Temmer+ 2014



ICMEs and their magnetic structures

An idealized schematic of the ambient IMF draping about an MC propagating radially
outward from the Sun toward the Earth (left), the MC's magnetic structure in a plane 
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane (right top), and the expected variation in the MC's
accumulated azimuthal flux due to its reconnection with the draped ambient IMF (right
bottom).  From Pal et al., 2020



Successive CMEs may merge and form complex ejecta of 
single fronts (e.g., Gopalswamy+ 2001; Burlaga+ 2002, 2003; 
Harrison+ 2012).

Change in propagation behavior (see e.g., Farrugia & 
Berdichevsky, 2004; Temmer+ 2012; Maričić+ 2014).

Widespread SEPs (e.g., Dresing+ 2016; Gomez-Herrero+2017).

Increased fluctuations and extended periods of neg. Bz
(e.g. Wang+ 2003;  Farrugia+ 2006).

Þ Most intense geomagnetic storms (Burlaga+ 1987; 
Farrugia+ 2006a,b; Xie+ 2006; Dumbović+ 2015)

Þ CME-CME interaction review by Lugaz, Temmer, Wang, 
Farrugia, in Solar Physics (2017)

CME-CME interaction events
Gom

ez-Herrero+ 2017



From running difference STEREO-A HI1+2 image data we extract the central rows
(right) at each time step and rotate them by 90 degrees (middle). From this a time-
elongation plot (so-called Jmap) is constructed (left). The CME front is marked by a 
yellow arrow in the direct image as well as in the Jmap. 
Image adapted from Davies et al. (2009).

Heliospheric Image Data aboard STEREO



Super-fast CME July 23, 2012: Sun-1AU in less than 21hrs(!), a preceding CME 
was ca. 3 days ahead (Liu+ 2014).     

Drag lowered by factor of 10 due to preceding CME (Temmer & Nitta, 2015).

September 4-6, 2017 events (Earth/Mars; Guo+ 2018; Werner+ 2019; Scolini+ 2020)

Preconditioning of IP space

PRECONDITIONING
IP space needs ca. 2 – 5 days to

„recover“ from large disturbances
(Temmer+ 2017; Janvier+ 2019)Aftermath region :: low

drag, reduced density, 
increased speed, radial IMF

Unperturbed medium

Disturbance
(ICME)∼

1.
3d

∼
2 

–
5d

1AU

To improve models/predictions and to better understand, 
take into account ALL disturbances leaving Sun at least 2 

days before the actual event of interest.



During times of inreased solar activity, „CME-chains“ are assumed to
happen frequently. Effects on model performance (Gressl+ 2014).

Preconditioning – rule or exception?

CME occurrence rate: 2-3/w
(solar min) to 4-5/d (solar 
max) (e.g., St. Cyr+ 2000, 
Gopalswamy+ 2006).

CME 1AU tt: 1 to 4 days (close
to Sun: mean v: 500 km/s; 
max. v up to 3000 km/s).

2 – 20 CMEs within Sun-Earth 
sector, depending on solar 
cycle phase (Lugaz+ 2017).

EUHFORIA (Pomoell & Poedts 2018); ENLIL (Odstrcil+ 2002)



Uncertainties in observational input data
need to be taken into account properly.

Drag-Based Ensemble Model (DBEM; see
Dumbovic+ 2018; Calogovic, 2021).     

MHD models ensemble version ENLIL, 
EUHFORIA (e.g., Mays+ 2015; Scolini+ 2019).

Assumptions:

• +/- 30 min in timing (distance-time) 
• 10% error for speed, alpha, kappa
• 20% error for mass, density
• +/-10° in long, lat; +/-20° in tilt
• reconnected flux for magnetized CMEs...?

Ensemble modeling

DBEM (ESA H-ESC service by UoG; see
also swe.uni-graz.at)



Stereoscopy
Jang et al., 2016

http://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov

Mierla et al., 2009



Sun-Earth connection

Remote data

In situ data 
(Wind)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

Temmer+ 2017



Impact at Earth
Cascade of reactions in the magnetosphere (substorms), ionosphere (dBz/dt), 
thermosphere (satellite drag), GICs, ...

Significant differences in magnetospheric response between ICMEs and shock-
sheath regions; most intense GICs during sheath (e.g., Huttunen+ 2005, 2008).

Differences between CME and
CIR-driven storms (Borovsky+ 2006).

Forecasting GICs based on proton flux
and SW speed values, SSCs (see e.g., 
Bailey & Leonhardt 2016).

Thermosphere density response to
solar ejecta (e.g., Knipp+ 2004; 
Bruinsma+2006; Krauss+ 2015, 2018))).
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The polar aurora is one effect of a geomagnetic
storm in the Earth’s ionosphere. There is a  relation
between the morphology of the auroral oval and
the level of geomagnetic activity. Dicuss indices
used to indicate levels of geomagnetic activity. 

Reconnection in the Earth‘s tail: 
substorms

„Physical Frameworks for Understanding Substorms“ (Rostoker).

Aurora australis (11 September 2005). 
Data from NASA's IMAGE satellite (wiki).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IMAGE


How can we forecast Space Weather
effective events?



Solar-terrestrial modeling – the
complete picture
A planetary magnetic field provides an effective obstacle to the solar-wind plasma. A 
wealth of MHD models are currently available aiming to model solar-terrestrial relations
and with that space weather. This starts from the Sun, SEPSs, continuous solar wind and
transient events, to their arrival at Earth‘s magnetosphere. 

NASA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_Jx64BfaYg


1. Early CME evolution (r < 21.5Rs)
a) speed, propagation direction (3D geometry)
b) relation to driving forces (magnetic reconnection)
c) overlying magnetic field structure (may strongly change CME 

kinematics) – magnetic field models (corona)
d) transition distance from actively driven CME to CME passively

driven by the background solar wind

2. CME evolution in IP space (r > 21.5Rs) 
a) Need to know the background solar wind and the interaction

between ambient flow and CME (flux rope evolution, sheath
build up) – MHD models

Forecasting parameters (speed, arrival time, magnetic field) 

CME evolution in interplanetary space
– what do we need to know?



• L4/L5, off-ecliptic provide continuous monitoring of interplanetary space. 

• In-situ data separate shock-sheath / magn. structure (geo-impacts differ Kilpua+ 2017).

• However, hard to distinguish structures using image data.

• Enable connecting large-scale structures in image data to small scale measured in-situ. 

• Constrain projection effects.

Advantage of multiple views

Amerstorfer+ 2018

Event studies using STEREO-B close to L5 
position (2009-2010) revealed advantages
in the analysis and understanding.

Tracking of evolving structures over radial 
distance with VEX, MESSENGER, MAVEN, 
PSP, (Solar Orbiter)...  



Tilt angle γ
Aspect ratio κ

Latitude θL Height 
of the CME:
H front 

Half angle α
Choosing the
longitude coordinate
system

Simulation 
on/off above 
the images

Thomson scattering
view of the simulation
from the observer point of view

Longitude Φ

3D geometry - GCS
Thernisien+ 2006, 2009; CME volume calculation: Holzknecht+ 
2019 (CEAB). ISSI team (2019/2021): Verbeke, Mays



100 Ne                         1000 Ne                            100 000 Ne

(-50,+50) LOS Range

(-5,+5) 
LOS Range

Synthetic LoS views –
density estimation



Cone CMEs

credit: C. Scolini

Scolini et al., 2020, 2021



Halo CMEs
Scolini et al., 2020



Magnetic field information

Magnetic field + sigmoidal ARs, post-eruptive loops, ... (e.g., Möstl+ 2008; 
Green & Kliem, 2009; 2014; Savani+ 2015; Gopalswamy+ 2017).

Link remote and in-situ magnetic field (e.g., Mandrini+ 2005; Dasso+ 2005; 
Janvier+ 2014; Patsourakos & Georgoulis, 2016; Temmer+ 2017; Palmerio+ 2018).

Scolini+ 2019

Magnetic field
information for
CME propagation
+flux rope models
(e.g., SUSANOO 
Shiota & Kataoka, 
2016; EUHFORIA  
Scolini+ 2019).



Deriving the magnetic flux within a 
flux rope

Reconnected flux during the CME launch is an important parameter to estimate to
(poloidal) magnetic flux within the erupting flux rope (see e.g., Qiu+2007; Möstl+2008; 
Gopalswamy+2017).

Assuming that the entire flux rope is formed
during reconnection: 

Poloidal
flux

Reconnection flux

Longcope et al., 2007



CME magnetic properties

40% dimming flux
(45% of that core) 

Model comparison:
Dimming -> low lying field; flaring -> overlying
field (3D NLFF model; Thalmann+ 2011).

Review: Wiegelmann, Thalmann & Solanki (2014).

Tem
m

er+ 2017

60% ribbon flux



Magnetized ejecta as model input for L1 Bz forecasting – major challenge
in predicting geoeffectiveness of CMEs.

Helicity and initial orientation of the
MFR within a CME (e.g., Bothmer & 
Schwenn, 1998; Wang, 2013; Janvier+ 
2014; Temmer+ 2017, Palmerio+ 2018). 

Palm
erio+ 2018

CME magnetic properties

Toroidal magnetic flux from flare reconnection
(e.g., Möstl+ 2008; Green & Kliem, 2009; 2014; 
Savani+ 2015; Scolini+2020).

Link remote and in-situ magnetic field (e.g., 
Mandrini+ 2005; Dasso+ 2005; Patsourakos & 
Georgoulis, 2016).

Non-eruptive nature of ARs (Thalmann+ 2015; 
Sun+ 2015). 



Total reconnected flux

Observational signatures of reconnection areas:
• filament eruption (timing)
• flare ribbon areas
• dimming regions (core and secondary)
• Post-eruptive arcades (PEA)

time

core dimmings secondary dimmings

filament
rising phase flare + full CME eruption

Large uncertainties in deriving the reconnected flux. Results reveal ±50% of the measured
value (Qiu et al. 2007; Gopalswamy et al. 2017; Pal et al. 2017; Temmer et al. 2017; 
Dissauer et al. 2018a; Tschernitz et al. 2018). Empirical relations provide a fast and easy 
way to estimate the reconnected flux (see Scolini+2020). PEA areas might be a good proxy
for the total reconnected flux.

PEA 
areas



Model input parameters at 0.1AU

EUHFORIA model input parameters + for magnetized spheromak CMEs                      
(see Scolini+ 2019 and Verbeke+ 2019)

White-light 
images and

photospheric 
magnetograms©

C.
 S

co
lin

i



Amerstorfer et al., Hinterreiter et al., 2021

Analytical models - ElEvoHI



Analytical models - DBEM

Drag coefficient (CD), CME cross-section (A), density, and speed are used as input for running DB(E)M. 
See Vrsnak, Zic, Vrbanec, Temmer et al., 2013; Zic, Vrsnak, Temmer, 2015; Dumbovic et al., 2018; 
Calogovic et al., 2021 (in press)



Numerical model – ENLIL/EUHFORIA

https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov

http://swe.ssa.esa.int/web/guest/kul-cmpa-federated

Hands on!
Use ESA/CCMC tools. 
Register and start ahead.

https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://swe.ssa.esa.int/web/guest/kul-cmpa-federated


EUHFORIA – spheromak model
Scolini+ 2019

Input for new generation of 
CME propagation + flux
rope models (e.g., 
SUSANOO Shiota & 
Kataoka, 2016; EUHFORIA  
Scolini+ 2019, 2020).

Spheromak-type flux ropes
easier to handle compared
to Gibson-Low.
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Ensemble modeling from CCMC 

Ensemble modeling of coronal
mass ejections (CMEs) provides a 
probabilistic forecast of CME 
arrival time which includes an 
estimation of arrival time 
uncertainty from the spread and
distribution of predictions and
forecast confidence in the
likelihood of CME arrival. 

See Mays et al., 2015; Dumbovic et al., 
2018 (DBEM). 

How to cope with uncertainties in 
modeling?



• Support missions and instruments away from Sun-Earth line (e.g., Lavraud+ 2016)
• We must not forget about magnetic field measurements/models
• Parker Solar Probe (first data released!), Solar Orbiter (launch: Feb 5, 2020)
• Future missions: planned L1-L5 mission ESA-NASA, polar mission (NASA?), ...

Lavraud+ 2016

Multiple views – near future
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Simplified view of the model
verification and validation process

Discuss the observational reality (see also 
https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/index.php) 
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International efforts – iSWAT

https://www.iswat-cospar.org

https://www.iswat-cospar.org/


• CME properties are set in the low corona (source region characteristics, 
magnetic reconnection process which links flares, dimmings, and CMEs)

• Ambient magnetic field configuration controls CME onset (confined versus 
eruptive) and propagation behavior (magnetic pressure gradient) 

• Propagation behavior of CMEs in IP space strongly affected by the
characteristics of the ambient solar wind flow – structures (SIRs/CIRs)

• CME-CME interaction and precoditioning: extreme changes in CME 
dynamics; model efforts for better understanding the physics and
forecasting purposes (ENLIL, EUHFORIA) 

• Challenge: input parameters for models (uncertainty assessment); open 
magnetic flux, magnetic properties of CMEs; international teams! 

Summary and conclusions



Hands – on! Exercise


